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Chief Executive’s report

I encourage everyone to take 10–15 
minutes today to have a say in the 
People Matters Employee Survey which 
is open now until 28 June at www.
health.nsw.gov.au/survey2019 

The survey gives us all a great 
opportunity to contribute to the 
discussion about what’s working well 
at HealthShare NSW and what we can 
improve on.

I assure you that we take the results 
of the survey very seriously and will act 
to improve in areas that are highlighted 
in the survey results. Read the cover 
story for more information.

I would also ask you to prioritise 
having a flu shot as this flu season  
is ramping up to be one of the  
worst on record. Getting vaccinated  
is important for your own health  
and the health of the people  
around you. This is particularly 

important for our employees who 
come into contact with vulnerable 
people like older people, pregnant 
women and children.

We have places left in some of 
the HealthShare NSW clinics running 
in June and employees can also 
obtain a voucher they can take to a 
participating pharmacy. See page 5 for 
more information.

I’d like to say a personal thank you 
to two amazing women who are long-
time employees of HealthShare NSW 
and have together clocked up 74 years 
working with NSW Health! Shantha 
Tekkatte, a financial accountant in our 
Chatswood office, will be retiring from 
her 30-year career in Health at the 
end of June; and Barbara Hamilton, 
formerly Site Supervisor at Holbrook 
MPS, is still working hard after 44 
years in Health. What an amazing 
contribution you are both making – we 
thank you for your loyalty and many 
years of service (page 15). 

From looking back on two great 
careers to looking forward to the 
future. A key opportunity I see for 
HealthShare NSW going forward is to 
increase our focus on sustainability in 
everything we do. We have already 
done a lot of work towards this in our 
Linen Services, Food Services and in 
other parts of the organisation.  

A great example is the work we’re 
doing in Food Services to recycle  
our food waste at Queanbeyan 
Hospital, which you can read more 
about on page 6.

I have received a lot of positive 
feedback about focusing on 
sustainability. We need to think very 
carefully about our role in this very 
important piece of work. I encourage 
you to familiarise yourselves with the 
UN sustainable development goals on 
the page opposite and start thinking 
about which ones might be applicable 
to your business line. We will be doing 
some work on this in 2019–20 in 
readiness for our next HealthShare 
NSW Strategy commencing in 2020. 

As you can see from this edition  
of HealthShare News there is lots 
of great work going on everyday 
across the business to make sure 
we’re delivering quality services to our 
customers and keeping our people safe 
and engaged. Thank you everyone for 
your hard work!

Carmen Rechbauer
Chief Executive

HealthShare NSW

Save The Date
HealthShare NSW & eHealth NSW Expo

Friday, 22 Nov 2019    ICC Sydney

http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/survey2019
http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/survey2019
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Aligning ourselves with the UN 
sustainable development goals
HealthShare NSW will be placing an increased focus on sustainability in the coming years.  
We have already introduced sustainability measures in many areas of our business – by recycling 
food waste in Food Services, going paper lite in many of our corporate offices, and reducing the 
use of water and chemicals in Linen Services – but there is still a lot of work to do.
Chief Executive Carmen Rechbauer is encouraging all business lines to familiarise themselves with 
the United Nation’s Sustainable Development goals below and start thinking about where they 
could introduce new measures into their business to increase sustainability.
“We are starting to work on our new Strategy for 2020–2023 and we’ll be introducing sustainability 
as a key focus area along with our customers, our services and our people,” said Carmen.

UN Sustainable Development Goals

 Goal 1   
No poverty: Economic growth must 
be inclusive to provide sustainable jobs 
and promote equality.

 Goal 2  
Zero hunger: The food and 
agriculture sector offers key solutions 
for development, and is central for 
hunger and poverty eradication.

 Goal 3  

Good health and wellbeing: 
Ensuring healthy lives and promoting 
the well-being for all at all ages is 
essential to sustainable development.

 Goal 4  

Quality education: Obtaining a 
quality education is the foundation 
to improving people’s lives and 
sustainable development.

 Goal 5   
Gender equality: Gender equality  
is not only a fundamental human  
right, but a necessary foundation  
for a peaceful, prosperous and 
sustainable world.

 Goal 6   
Clean water and sanitation: Clean, 
accessible water for all is an essential 
part of the world we want to live in.

 Goal 7   
Affordable and clean energy: 
Energy is central to nearly every major 
challenge and opportunity.

 Goal 8   
Decent work and  
economic growth: Sustainable 
economic growth will require societies 
to create the conditions that allow 
people to have quality jobs.

 Goal 9   
Industry, innovation  
and infrastructure: Investments in 
infrastructure are crucial to achieving 
sustainable development.

 Goal 10   
Reduced inequalities: To reduce 
inequalities, policies should be 
universal in principle, paying attention 
to the needs of disadvantaged and 
marginalised populations.

 Goal 11  
Sustainable cities and 
communities: There needs to 
be a future in which cities provide 
opportunities for all, with access 
to basic services, energy, housing, 
transportation and more.

 Goal 12   
Responsible production and 
consumption: promoting resource 
and energy efficiency, sustainable 
infrastructure, and providing access to 
basic services, decent jobs and a better 
quality of life for all.

 Goal 13   
Climate action: Climate change is a 
global challenge that affects everyone, 
everywhere.

 Goal 14   
Life below water: Careful 
management of this essential 
global resource is a key feature of a 
sustainable future.

 Goal 15   
Life on land: Sustainably manage 
forests, combat desertification, halt 
and reverse land degradation, halt 
biodiversity loss

 Goal 16   
Peace, justice and strong 
institutions: Access to justice for all, 
and building effective, accountable 
institutions at all levels.

 Goal 17   
Partnerships for the goals:  
Revitalise the global partnership for 
sustainable development

You can find more information on the UN website at www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
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Home oxygen services 
– 95% of people in 
NSW transitioned
A dedicated EnableNSW team has successfully transitioned 
over 1,700 people to a new oxygen provider (Drive 
DeVilbiss Australia) across seven Local Health Districts, 
following changes to the statewide medical gases contract 
managed by HealthShare NSW.

“Over the last 12 months, our team contacted each 
person and guided them through the transition process, 
arranging delivery of new equipment, pick up of previously 
used equipment and providing new support details,” said 
Colin Smith, Senior Project Manager for HealthShare NSW.

“As part of this change, we also encouraged people 
to review their home oxygen requirements with their 
respiratory physician or prescriber to ensure prescriptions 
were still meeting therapeutic requirements.”

The next phase of this work has now commenced, with 
a focus on ensuring contact information for people in areas 
unaffected by this change is correct, and encouraging them 
to have an annual check-up with their respiratory physician 
or prescriber to keep prescriptions up-to-date.

Recognising excellence 
in innovation at Patient 
Transport Service
Innovators from across Patient Transport Service (PTS) 
were recently recognised for their work in developing 
outstanding new ideas as part of HealthShare NSW’s first 
ever Innovation Program.

Twelve PTS team members were recognised for their 
work in innovation including Alex Pritchard, Ali Checkchok, 
David Bywaters, Hayley Brown, Sandy Politi, Tanya Nguyen, 
Adam Wall, Brett Yealland, David Cromer, Hayley Arnott, 
Sarina Strickland and Steven Stewart.

As part of the Innovation Program, staff are  
encouraged to submit innovative ideas via an online  
portal, IdeaShare. For more information visit the  
Innovation page on the intranet.

 Innovation idea  

‘Ready to Go’ submitted by PTS Customer Experience 
Manager, David Kromer

David identified a problem with patient transport 
delays caused by patients not being ready to leave 
which resulted in on-scene hospital cancellations. David 
introduced a new process whereby PTS on-road crews 
call ahead to check if a patient is ready to go. A pilot 
of the new process showed a reduction in on-scene 
hospital cancellations from 30 per cent to zero.

 Innovation idea   
‘Commercial flights with medical escorts’ submitted 
by PTS Assistant Booking Hub Manager, Hayley Arnott

Hayley identified a cheaper alternative to a full fixed 
wing medical flight service that met patient needs. 
Partnering with two companies to pilot the new service, 
this innovation has saved $135,000 to date and has 
received high customer satisfaction feedback.

The Innovation Project Team with PTS Innovation Award 
Winners and Executive Leadership Team members  
James Munro Ford and Garth Worboys

http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/toolkit/innovation-program
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Getting help is at your 
fingertips – launch of SARA
HealthShare NSW and eHealth NSW have celebrated 
the launch of SARA, the new customer portal providing 
NSW Health staff with easy access IT, payroll, recruitment, 
finance, purchasing and warehousing services and support.

SARA, which stands for ‘Search and Request Anything’, 
can be accessed anywhere, any time on mobile phones, 
tablets or desktop devices.

With SARA you can: 
 Request help for an IT issue
 Lodge a payroll, recruitment, finance, purchasing or 
warehousing enquiry

 Track the status of your enquiry, seeing exactly who’s 
investigating it and where it’s up to

 Get real-time state-wide system outage information
 Access a host of online forms like network access, leave 
and payroll enquiries

 Suggest ideas for service improvement.

More features will be added as time goes on, making 
SARA a one-stop-shop for interacting with HealthShare 
NSW services.

To access SARA, go to https://sara.health.nsw.gov.au

SARA and ServiceNow
You may recall we launched ServiceNow last year. 
ServiceNow is the platform that sits behind SARA and 
where our HealthShare NSW business teams will manage 
requests. A number of HealthShare NSW teams, including 
Customer Service Desk, payroll, finance, and purchasing 
and warehousing are now trained in ServiceNow and 
will begin processing requests from SARA using the 
ServiceNow platform starting June 17. 

Got your free 
flu jab yet?
We are now officially at the start of the winter flu season 
and many staff have taken up the offer to protect 
themselves and others with a free flu vaccination. 

NSW Health has reported that the first 2019 Influenza 
Surveillance Report showed the flu season has started early 
this year. There were 856 confirmed flu cases for the week 
ending 12 May and the number of cases reported in April 
was six times higher than the worst April on record.

If you have been identified as a Category A High 
Risk employee who predominately works in high risk 
clinical areas, it is mandatory to get a flu shot in line with 
NSW Health’s Policy Directive Occupational Assessment 
Screening and Vaccination Against Specified Infectious 
Diseases (PD2018_009).

It’s not too late to get your free flu vaccination  
– through a HealthShare NSW clinic (limited places 
available, book through the Living Well Hub), local hospital 
clinic or at one of 660 participating pharmacies across 
NSW. Visit the intranet and search for ‘flu vaccination’ to 
find out how to get your pharmacy voucher. 

For more information contact the WHS Assist Line:  
02 8644 2323 (option 5) or HSNSW-Staffhealth@health.
nsw.gov.au

Maxine Larcher gets her flu shot 
from Staff Health Nurse Gigi Kwok

https://sara.health.nsw.gov.au
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/health-and-wellbeing/vaccinations
mailto:HSNSW-Staffhealth%40health.nsw.gov.au?subject=Flu%20Vaccination%20inquiry%202019
mailto:HSNSW-Staffhealth%40health.nsw.gov.au?subject=Flu%20Vaccination%20inquiry%202019
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Recognising great work in the moment
More than 725 ‘thank yous’ have now been sent through 
the Recognition in the Moment intranet ‘thank you’ form 
since it was launched in June 2018. 

The Recognition in the Moment form gives employees 
the opportunity to send a quick thank you message  
to a colleague.  

Each quarter, nominations are entered in a draw to win 
a $50 Visa Gift card, sponsored by 
First State Super. Our winner for 
the last quarter is Sam Hayeripour 
from the WHS team.

Sector Manager Shannon 
Chamberlain nominated Sam for 
“providing a very inspirational 
segment in our face to face 
Sector Managers’ meeting. Your 
enthusiastic presentation supplied 
the team with a new energy to 

action WHS.” 
We have also introduced thank you cards, which  

you can print off from the Recognition in the  
Moment intranet page and fill out to thank a colleague. 
Your team might like to create a recognition wall where 
these can be put up for the whole team to read. 

Why not take two minutes today to send a quick  
thank you to your manager,  
team member, customer or  
direct reports, or create a 
recognition wall in your area.

You can find the  
‘thank you’ form by  
searching for ‘Recognition in 
the moment’ on the intranet. 
For more information contact 
HSNSW-ODTeam@health.nsw.
gov.au. 
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Queanbeyan Hospital tackles food waste

A creative solution between 
HealthShare NSW and the Southern 
NSW Local Health District is tackling 
food waste at Queanbeyan Hospital. 

With the help of Food Services' 
staff at the site, food waste is sent to 
Goterra, a company based in Fyshwick 
(ACT) that specialises in feeding food 

and organic waste to maggots that 
is then used to feed livestock such as 
pigs and chickens.

Since October 2018, Goterra 
collects the waste directly from 
the hospital stored in cornstarch 
compostable bags. In six months, it 
is estimated that 1.4 tonnes of food 

waste avoided landfill and  
was recycled through Goterra.  
The waste created 26.4kg of food  
for livestock and prevented 1261.6kg 
of CO2 emissions. 

Wayne Rose, Southern NSW and 
Murrumbidgee East Sector Manager 
said, “It’s so great to see the team 
at Queanbeyan involved in this 
collaboration with the LHD  
and helping to reduce our impact  
on the environment.

“Our Food Services' staff also 
partner with the hospital to  
rescue unopened bottles of water, 
mini jams, cereals and packets of  
tea and donate them to OzHarvest  
to support vulnerable members  
of the community.”

Queanbeyan is one of the only 
hospitals in NSW to use this method 
of food waste disposal and is a 
member of the Global Green Healthy 
Hospitals Network, under the Health 
Care Without Harm Movement.

L–R: Food Service team members Roela Ocanada and Lachmamma Sami

http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/culture-and-performance/awards/recognition
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/culture-and-performance/awards/recognition
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/culture-and-performance/awards/recognition
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/culture-and-performance/awards/recognition
mailto:HSNSW-ODTeam%40health.nsw.gov.au?subject=
mailto:HSNSW-ODTeam%40health.nsw.gov.au?subject=
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Developing Millennial Minds 
Proving again that age is just a 
number, 200 of our younger staff 
across HealthShare NSW and eHealth 
NSW came together in April for the 
second Millennial Minds CoLab event 
to learn, be inspired and challenge 
the status quo.

The jam-packed day kicked 
off with HealthShare NSW Chief 
Executive, Carmen Rechbauer and 
eHealth NSW Chief Executive, Dr 
Zoran Bolevich leading the day’s 
theme of development including 
what advice they would give their 
younger self.

With an audience of enthusiastic 
tech-users, sessions included the use 
of Sli.do and the encouragement of 
‘selfies’ to capture the day and stay 
connected throughout the event. 

Participants learnt the power 

of an elevator pitch and how to 
build a personal and professional 
brand. Rounding out the session 
on branding, Amy Baddam 
(HealthShare NSW), David Cernjul 
(eHealth NSW) and Blair Thompson 
(National Children’s Digital Health 
Collaborative) formed a panel to 
share some of their key learnings and 
experiences that have shaped their 
own personal and professional brand. 

Action planning was a strong 
theme during the session on 
developing skills as participants were 
tasked with identifying ways they 
can take action to strengthen their 
skills. Communication skills were also 
put to the test when participants 
were paired up and given the task of 
describing an image for their partner 
to draw. 

With a determination to maximise 
their skillsets and expand their 
networks, our millennial workforce 
was keen to share their ideas and 
knowledge with each other and 
weren’t afraid to challenge their 
newly found connections to an arm 
wrestle in an effort to flex their 
influence and negotiation skills. 

The day wrapped up with a 
session on growing confidence, 
which involved identifying personal 
fears and challenging their existence. 

Thank you to our speakers, 
panelists and all involved in the 
planning of these events, as well as 
everyone who attended the day. 

Millennials can look forward to 
another CoLab event planned for 
later this year. 

Participants at the Millennial Minds CoLab event
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Achievement comes calling 
for Customer Service Desk
Lots of small changes can sometimes 
make a massive difference – just 
ask the HealthShare NSW Customer 
Service Desk (CSD) team.

Over the past 12 months the team 
has handled more customer calls 
than ever (43,281), while at the same 
time reducing call wait times from 
an average of six minutes and 17 
seconds in 2017, to just 41 seconds 
in 2018.

They also managed to dramatically 
reduce the percentage of calls 
abandoned – from 26 per cent  
in 2017, to just 2.5 per cent last year.

Asked what had led to the 
turnaround, Associate Director 
Customer Services, Darren Sutton 
said some key decisions to adjust 
resourcing to better reflect workloads 
had paved the way for the team’s 
journey towards a constructive 
culture with an achievement focus.

“We’ve now turned our attention 
to two things – what we achieve 
and how we go about achieving it,” 
Darren said.

“We’re working hard to place an 
emphasis on defining meaningful 

measurable goals, clarifying roles 
and responsibilities and aligning our 
efforts towards those goals.

“We still have a long way to go, 
but I’m really excited about what this 
will mean for us.”

Critical to the team achieving  
its goals is involving the staff in  
co-designing change.

“Our people aren’t just important 
– they are the ones who enable us to 
deliver the customer experience our 
customers want and need,” he said.

“So naturally wherever possible we 
seek out opportunities to have them 
involved in co-designing change and 
making a genuine  
hands-on contribution.”

We have put this approach into 
practice when designing revised 
position descriptions, career 
development initiatives and flexible 
working arrangements.

“We are truly fortunate to have 
dedicated people who want to make 
a real difference,” Darren said.

While the traditional contact 
centre measures of call wait times 
and abandonments are steadily 

improving, Darren said the numbers 
only show part of the story.

“A contact centre can easily 
become an overly measured 
environment, but for me achievement 
is defined not by what we do, but by 
how we go about it,” Darren said. “If 
you focus on the ‘how’, the ‘what’ 
will blow your mind!”

CSD’s recipe for success
1. People are at the heart of what we 

do – in our case, customers AND 
the people who serve them

2. Clearly defined roles and 
responsibilities aligned to 
meaningful achievement  
objectives/goals

3. Growth and development plans  
in place for all team members  
by the end of June 2019

4. Involving people in  
important changes

5. Creating an environment where 
high achievement is possible

6. HOW we go about our roles  
is equally as important as WHAT  
we do

L–R: Helen Hodskiss, Pieter Hoevers, Olga Ford, Steven Turkovic, Darren Sutton, 
Phil Pogson, Angela Ekert Gazzard, Sarah Conners (Shaye LeSage not pictured)
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MySupport takes off
After seeing the results of the last People Matter Employee 
Survey, Contact Centre Team Leader Helen Hodskiss had 
what she describes as an ‘aha’ moment.

“The results showed that people were experiencing 
bullying and harassment, and that they didn’t think leaders 
were doing enough to address it,” she said.

With the support of the Customer Service Desk 
leadership group, Helen started working on an onsite 
support model for her colleagues – and the MySupport 
program was born.

“I was in the Air Force for 15 years before starting my 
career with HealthShare NSW and we introduced a similar 
program there, which was really successful,” Helen said.

As part of the program, team members identified 
through an Expression of Interest process are trained as 
contact officers – available to have safe, supportive and 
confidential conversations with colleagues in need.

Helen said she expects the pilot to commence before 
the end of June, and if all goes well the program will be 
expanded to include more contact officers and areas of the 
business in the future.

“I’m really excited to see it all come to fruition, and 
I can’t thank our leadership group and the Culture and 
Organisational Development team enough – it’s so 
wonderful to have leaders who back you 100 per cent,” 
Helen said.

When asked about the program, Darren said it was 
a “wonderful demonstration of what a constructive 
environment can facilitate when someone has a clear goal, 
the confidence to back themselves and the support of the 
business to make something meaningful for all staff come 
to life”.

Blue behaviour focus
As a certified LifeStyles Inventory (LSI) coach, Associate 
Director Customer Services Darren Sutton has used the LSI 
tool extensively, turning the spotlight on what it means 
to make the shift to constructive thinking by running 
awareness sessions with his teams.

“We have completed these for my management team, 
Team Leaders, senior staff and the Statewide Training 
team, and are looking forward to rolling them out to all 
staff in the coming months,” Darren said.

“Building awareness is just the first step for us and we 
can’t wait to see what’s next.”

The LSI program creates the opportunity to change, 
grow and develop by giving participants insight into how 
they perceive themselves as well as how others perceive 
them. These insights are delivered via a graph called a 
Circumplex, which maps for each participant their unique 
behaviour styles.

Central to the tool, is the concept of ‘blue behaviours’ 
which focus on the constructive styles of achievement, self-
actualising, humanistic-encouraging and affiliative.

“Through understanding our own thinking and 
behaviours, and the impact these have on our people, we 
have a unique opportunity to create a high performing 
business,” Darren said.

“We are beyond lucky here at HealthShare NSW to have 
a tool that provides such a deep level of insight.”

Helen Hodskiss
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Taste testing for 
My Food Choice 
in Maitland

In preparation for their transition to My Food Choice in 
June, Maitland Hospital recently hosted a taste testing 
session with approximately 40 attendees, which included 
clinicians, allied health, HealthShare NSW staff, volunteers 
and members of the public. 

Participants were treated to a sample of the main 
menus, mid-meals options, desserts and drinks that will be 
on offer as part of the My Food Choice model. 

“The taste test was really well received by all 
participants, and it was such a great opportunity to involve 
our Health colleagues and customers in our My Food 
Choice journey,” said Thor Hugginson, Sector Manager. 

My Food Choice continues to rollout across the state, 
with 43 sites now live with the new food service delivery 
model. Planning is underway to identify the sites in scope 
for My Food Choice in the new financial year.  MFC Maitland taste testing

Home modifications 
initiative takes hold
Since the launch of the Safe and Supported at Home (SASH) Home 
Modifications program in October last year, EnableNSW has received over 400 
enquiries from prescribers statewide.

“There has been significant interest in this program, which accepts 
applications for funding of both minor and major modifications,” said Jemma 
Burns, Senior Clinical Advisor, EnableNSW.

“Over 40 per cent of applications have been for people living in rural or 
regional NSW areas, and over 70 per cent of requests have been for minor 
modifications such as grab rails, rubber ramps for doorway lips, hand held 
shower hoses and step modifications.”

To learn more about this program, including eligibility and application 
requirements, visit www.enable.health.nsw.gov.au

TALK TO THE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS TEAM ON 02 8848 5111 OR EMAIL SALARY.PACKAGING@HEALTH.NSW.GOV.AU

Would you like  
an additional  
$813–$2,787*  

each year?
By salary packaging, you can increase your take home 

pay AND reduce the amount of income tax you pay.

How much will YOU save by Salary Packaging?
*Amount dependent on annual income.
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Didja Know – learning about Aboriginal culture
The United Nations General Assembly declared 2019 the International Year of Indigenous 
Languages (IY2019) to raise awareness of the crucial role languages play in people’s daily lives.

In Australia, of the estimated original 250 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages, only 
around 120 are still spoken. Of these approximately 90 per cent are endangered.

IY2019 is an opportunity to continue raising awareness and taking further actions to improve 
preservation and promotion of Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages.

Why is language important?
Language is more than just a means to communicate, it is an  
essential characteristic that makes people and communities unique and 
plays a central role in a sense of identity. Language also carries meaning 
beyond the words themselves, and is an important platform within which 
much cultural knowledge and heritage is passed on.

Speaking and learning traditional languages improves the  
wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, by  
providing a sense of belonging and empowerment. Educational  
outcomes improve when children are taught in their first language, 
especially in the early years. Interpreting and translating, language 
teaching and learning, and producing resources in Indigenous  
Australian languages provide significant economic, social and intrinsic 
benefits to individuals and communities.

New coin to commemorate IY2019
In April 2019, a special 50 cent coin was launched by the Royal 
Australian Mint featuring a design that incorporates 14 translations for 
‘coin’ from some of the diverse First Nations languages in Australia.

The coin was developed in collaboration with the Australian Institute 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies to commemorate 2019 as 

the International Year of Indigenous Languages. 
The use of multiple words for money on 
the new coin challenges the myth of a 

single Australian language. It also 
represents a shift in Indigenous 

representation to naming and 
individuation: from depicting 
Australian Indigenous people 
and their languages as a 
single group, to recognising 
the diversity of these groups 

and their languages.

Didja Know 
 250 Aboriginal languages 
spoken in Australia  
before colonisation 

 600 dialects spoken in 
Australia before colonisation 

 70 Aboriginal languages and  
dialects spoken in NSW before  
the arrival of Europeans 

 20 Aboriginal languages 
spoken in NSW today 

Source: Aboriginal languages  
– Creative Spirits, retrieved from 
https://www.creativespirits.info/
aboriginalculture/language

Didja Know has been adapted 
from information compiled by 
Hunter New England Health 
Service, Tony Martin and his 
team. An acknowledgment is 
extended to Phillip Towney, an 
Aboriginal man and descendant 
of the Wiradjuri nation, who 
commenced with the creation 
of this resource and who was 
instrumental in developing the 
concept of Didja Know.

https://www.creativespirits.info/aboriginalculture/language
https://www.creativespirits.info/aboriginalculture/language
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Keeping patients safe 
with the HIP campaign 
Patient Transport Service (PTS) 
is currently running a campaign 
for on-road crews to highlight 
the importance of handovers, 
identification checks and a patient 
transport officer (PTO) or PTS nurse 
being present in the back of vehicles 
for every transport.

The HIP campaign aims to keep 
patient safety top of mind for each 
patient transport via the following 
mandatory steps:
 Handover is completed for every 
patient

 Identification minimum 3 point 
check is undertaken for every 
patient during transfer of care

 Present in the back of the patient 
transport vehicle with your patient 
for every trip
“The HIP campaign is about our 

PTOs and nurses working together 
to ensure we are doing everything 
possible to keep our patients safe. It’s 
also about our on-road crews working 
with hospitals and private facilities 
to ensure a handover is completed 
for every patient transport,” said PTS 
Clinical Operations and Education 
Nurse Manager, Cate Coles.

“Our staff have signed a pledge 
confirming their commitment to be 
HIP. By completing the HIP steps every 
time we complete a transport, we can 
continue to ensure the best possible 
outcomes for the patients entrusted 
into our care,” said Cate.

Improving the booking process 
for all patient transport
Patient Transport Service (PTS) recently launched a more intuitive and user-
friendly booking form. The new form improves the booking process for all 
patient transport as part of the Booking Better project. 

A joint initiative between PTS, the NSW Ministry of Health Patient Flow 
Portal team, and PTS customers from Local Health Districts and specialty health 
networks, the form has also been designed to better capture essential, clinical 
information for every patient booking.

In designing the new form, the Booking Better Project Team reviewed every 
requirement in the existing booking form, adding, removing and rewording 
questions to better capture clinical information for all patients.

“By ensuring we capture targeted information every time we record a 
booking, we can more accurately match the right staff, in the right vehicle, to 
the right patient whilst reducing on-scene cancellations. This will ultimately 
improve the timeliness and quality of the service PTS provides,” said Jakub 
Marciniec, PTS Booking Better Project Manager.

Zakir Hossain, Booking Scheduling Officer, at the Booking Hub
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Taking to the 
catwalk for safety
Newcastle Linen Service also hosted 
a dress-up day to promote the 
importance of staff wellbeing and 
safety in May. A DJ and catwalk 
set the scene for a hilarious fashion 
parade and staff spent lots of time 
planning their costumes in the hope 
of winning a prize.

Tamworth Linen celebrates how far they’ve come
Tamworth Linen Service held a dress up safety event with the theme ‘Come as 
you please’ in February to involve workers in making decisions about serious 
safety issues. 

“We had everything from a footy referee, a pirate, school girl, army cadet 
and Mario & Luigi,” said Safety Business Partner Alyssa Culley.  

In addition to the fun, Julie Pitman was awarded Safety Star of the Month 
for her commitment to safety around heavy machinery and an Ergoanalyst 
workshop ran through the day, exploring how staff could make some parts of 
their job as Linen workers easier on their bodies. 

Lismore Linen 
celebrates 1,005 days 
Lost Time Injury Free

Lismore Linen Services has now  
been Lost Time Injury Free (LTIF)  
for two-and-a-half years – a result 
that has never been achieved in Linen 
Services before. Orange Linen Services 
isn’t far behind! 

To celebrate, Lismore Linen  
hosted a staff lunch in May and 
decorated the warehouse with 
streamers and balloons. 

“I don’t think there’s another 
operational business line in 

HealthShare NSW that has achieved 
over 1,000 LTI free days. This doesn’t 
happen by accident. It happens 
because you are looking after each 
other,” said Jenny Van Cleef, Clinical 
Support Services Executive Director.

Proactivity, prompt problem solving 
and looking out for one another were 
key in achieving this result. 

Site Manager Christine Coles 
praised all staff for their proactive 
ways and teamwork culture that is 
fostered at Lismore Linen. “Solutions 
come off the floor. Opinions are heard 
and this helps us all to develop the 
solutions,” she said. 

Linen Services 
across the state 
hit safety goals 
Fun and safety are going hand-in-hand 
across Linen Services with many safety 
awareness fun days and Lost Time 
Injury Free (LTIF) celebrations taking 
place over the past few months. 

“In the last 12 months, Linen 
Services has reduced its LTI by 72.5% 
– from 21.6 to 5.9, an achievement 
we’re very proud of,” says NSW Linen 
Services Manager Kevin Prasad.

“Increased staff engagement 
and communication has been key to 
achieving this result. Our staff love 
their celebration BBQs when they 
hit a safety target and our senior 
management are more engaged in 
this space than ever before thanks to 
lots of communication scrums and a 
passion for safety!”

Celebrations including “green day”, 
“Hawaiian day”, “crazy hat/hair day” 
and “dress as a SAFETY letter day” 
demonstrate just how far the teams are 
going to show their commitment to a 
safer workplace. 

Jenny Van Cleef with 
Christine Coles and 
Kevin PrasadGlenda McDonald
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Get help to give 
up smoking

Friday 31 May was World No Tobacco Day, a campaign run 
every year by the World Health Organisation to raise awareness 
of the harmful effects of tobacco use and second-hand 
exposure.

If you’re a smoker this is a perfect time to think about 
quitting and we have lots of support to help you on your 
quitting journey.

HealthShare NSW’s ‘Give Up. Gain Life.’ Program can give 
you up to 12 weeks of FREE Nicotine Replacement Therapy 
(NRT) or prescription quitting medication.

But why quit?
Not every smoker has the same reason for wanting to quit 
smoking, but there are lots of positive benefits such as:
 Improved health
 Money saving benefits
 Improved breathing
 Being a good role model
 Increased self-esteem

Whatever your personal reason is, the ‘Give Up, Gain Life’ 
program, along with your doctor or pharmacist, can help make 
quitting easier. 

What is the first step to quitting?
All you need to do is complete a short survey to help your 
doctor choose the best product for you.

We’ll then send you a program pack in the mail – this has 
your survey results, a voucher for free NRT and a letter to take to 
your doctor if you want prescription medication.

Find out more and do the survey today by visiting the intranet 
and searching for ‘Give Up. Gain Life’.

You can also email us at HSNSW-Wellbeing@health.nsw.gov.
au or call the WHS Assist Line on 02 8644 2323 (option 5).

GIVE UP 
GAIN L FE

New Leader’s Guide to HealthShare NSW
The Culture and Organisational 
Development team is helping new 
leaders at HealthShare NSW hit the 
ground running from day one. 

Rather than traditional 
onboarding which focuses  
simply on orienting and training  
a new employee, the team is 
focused on ‘integrating’ our new 
leaders so that they can become 
fully functioning and connected 

members of the organisation 
as quickly and as smoothly as 
possible. The New Leader’s Guide 
to HealthShare NSW has been 
developed as a ‘one stop shop’ that 
will allow our new leaders to feel 
connected in their new roles, their 
teams and to the organisation.

Developed following consultation 
with new leaders at HealthShare 
NSW, the guide focuses on five 

key areas that commonly require 
support: culture, operations, team, 
customers, and strategy, and further 
provides additional resources to help 
ensure staff feel supported in their  
new roles.

For further information or to 
download the New Leader’s Guide  
to HealthShare NSW, visit the  
New Leader’s at HealthShare NSW 
page on the intranet. 

http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/health-and-wellbeing/give-up
mailto:HSNSW-Wellbeing%40health.nsw.gov.au?subject=
mailto:HSNSW-Wellbeing%40health.nsw.gov.au?subject=
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/onboarding-and-offboarding/new-leaders
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/onboarding-and-offboarding/new-leaders
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Celebrating our long-serving staff
With a combined 74 years’ service, Shantha Tekkatte and Barbara Hamilton have dedicated 
their working lives to NSW Health. While we bid farewell to one and congratulate the other, 
we highlight the careers of two extraordinary women.

Shantha Tekkatte
When Shantha Tekkatte 
leaves the HealthShare NSW 
Chatswood office for the last 
time on 25 June and embarks 
on her well-earned retirement, 
she will be closing a chapter 
on a whopping 30-year career 
in Health and 38 years in the 
public sector.

Starting with the Department of Health in 1989 (now the 
Ministry) as a Finance Officer, she moved to Health Support 
Services (now HealthShare NSW) as a Project Accountant 
in 2004. For the last five years, Shantha has worked as a 
Financial Accountant in Chatswood.

Shantha’s highlight in her long career is working in 
Aboriginal Health, where, she says, she had the opportunity 
to work closely with many people who she still keeps in 
touch with today. 

“The Aboriginal culture really appealed to me.  
Their stories and focus on family reminded me of my  
own Indian culture.”

Shantha enthusiastically shared her culture with her 
colleagues – every year she brought the food, music,  
and colour of Diwali into the office, often cooking all the 
food herself. 

Through her dedication and love of her job, Shantha has 
inevitably lost precious time with her daughters, and urges 
women to make use of the flexibility that is now offered to 
working mothers.

“Women today have so many more opportunities to 
continue their career and still be there for the important 
moments with their young children. When my girls were 
little, I couldn’t attend school events or work from home. It 
just wasn’t as accepted as it is now.”

As for her retirement, Shantha doesn’t plan on slowing 
down. Following some travel, she is keen to give back to the 
community by volunteering with young children in hospital 
and hospice care.

“This country has provided me with so much. From 
accepting me at the age of 22 when I first arrived, to all 
the opportunities I’ve been given to allow me to raise my 
children comfortably. Now it’s my time to give back.”

Barbara Hamilton
In April, our Holbrook MPS site celebrated a significant 
milestone for their team mate Barbara Hamilton who has 
clocked up 30 years of continuous service with HealthShare 
NSW and its precursor Health Support Services, and a total 
of 44 years working in NSW Health. 

Spending most of her HealthShare NSW career as the 
Site Supervisor, she has only recently reduced her hours 
preparing for retirement.

Both past and present HealthShare NSW and nursing 
staff gathered to celebrate Barbara’s years of service, which 
included a live performance from the nursing staff who sang 
their own rendition of John Farnham’s “Barb the Cleaning 
Lady”. Barbara was also presented with a special gift from 
her team – a golden toilet brush! 

Not only has Barbara been a loyal and hard-working 
employee of NSW Health, she has had a wonderful influence 
on those she has worked with.

“We’re so lucky to have members of the HealthShare 
NSW family like Barbara, who has contributed so much to 
our service and staff at our Holbrook site,” said Wayne Rose, 
Sector Manager Southern NSW and Murrumbidgee East. 

“Thank you so much for your continued efforts and for 
making a positive impact on so many people!” 
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Introducing the New Ways 
to Work Program Team
A dedicated team has been established to prepare  
and support the 380 HealthShare NSW Chatswood-
based staff through their move to St Leonards  
where they will join nine other relocating  
NSW Health agencies. 

Led by Jordan Hargrove, the team comprises 
three streams: People and Culture; Information and 
Communication Technology; and Processes and Policies. 

The People and Culture stream is being led by  
Lorie Cittadino, Culture and Organisational  
Development Specialist. The Information and 
Communication Technology stream is being led  
by David Green, Portfolio Manager, ICT and Business 
Process. The Processes and Policies stream is being 
led by Christian O’Connor, Manager, Records and 
Information Retention. 

Other team members providing support are  
Maxine Larcher, Manager, Corporate Communications; 
Nicola Robb, Executive Assistant to the Chief Executive;  
Rohit Parameswaran, Project and Change Management 

Project Officer; and Heather Korac, Facilities Project 
Officer. Sue Connolly, Director Customer Experience is 
the executive sponsor. 

A cohort of change champions has been established 
to act as local contact points for movers and frequent 
visitors. They are:
 Office of the Chief Executive: Nicola Robb
 Business Performance: Sasha Kataric, Jun Hee Ra
 Clinical Support Services: Barbara Lay, Deb Connors
 Customer Experience: Sara Kaniz Fatema
 Finance, Commercial & Corporate Services:  
Christopher Torrisi, Heather Korac

 Procurement: Alex Silvestrini, Ani Kinner
 Workforce: Doris Lautier, Arina Lemmon-Warde
 Patient Support Services: Joshila Chand (EnableNSW), 
Ruzica Dzambo (Patient Transport Service)

 Employee & Financial Shared Services:  
Hanna Whiteman

More information will be available on the intranet soon.  

L–R: Rohit Parameswaran, Lorie Cittadino, David Green,  
Nicola Robb, Maxine Larcher, Jordan Hargrove,  
Christian O’Connor, Sue Connolly, Heather Korac St Leonards site
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Developing 
blue leaders

HealthShare NSW is committed to 
developing our leaders and supporting 
them to understand and role model 
'blue' constructive leadership 
behaviours. One way that we do this is 
through the LifeStyles Inventory (LSI) or 
Leadership Impact (LI) program, which 
over 130 of our senior leaders have 
taken part in over the last few months.

The program provides an 
opportunity for leaders to gain insights 
into both their current effectiveness 
and their potential  
to be more effective in their role, 
through a 360 degree survey tool, 
workshops, coaching and tailored 
development plans. 

With the LSI program nearing 
completion, results from the 360 
degree survey have highlighted the 
great progress our leaders have 
continued to make in this space.  

“We have seen improvement across 
all blue constructive behavioural styles 
since the LSI program was last held 
in 2016, which tells us that we are 
making continued progress towards 
embedding a blue culture in our 
workplace,” said Mel Frost, Acting 
Associate Director of Culture and 
Organisational Development. 

All LSI participants have received 
their results and have been taken 
through their findings with a qualified 

coach. Participants are now getting 
ready to meet with their coaches for 
a second time to develop goals and a 
tailored action plan, which will then 
be incorporated into their Growth and 
Development plans.

The LSI program this year had the 
largest number of respondents, with 
1,324 respondents taking part to 
provide feedback in the 360 degree 
survey. Thank you to all who were 
involved. Your feedback is essential 
to helping our leaders develop and 
ensuring that our leaders are modelling 
the blue constructive behaviours we 

want in our workplace.
New leaders can also look forward 

to the launch of our new Blue Leader 
Workshop that will introduce new 
leaders to HealthShare NSW and help 
them build connections, understand 
blue culture and leadership styles, 
and how this can contribute to the 
delivery of exceptional services for 
our customers. This workshop is 
targeted at new leaders, however is 
open to leaders at any level within the 
organisation. For more information, 
visit the intranet and search for ‘Blue 
Leader Workshop’.  

Results from the 2019 LSI program 

http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/training/leadership-development/blue-leader-workshop
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/my-employment/training/leadership-development/blue-leader-workshop
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Patient Experience Symposium
HealthShare NSW partnered with other Health  
agencies to present the 2019 Patient Experience 
Symposium in Sydney in April. Two of our staff  
facilitated sessions and we had a booth that showcased 
how our work contributes to the health system and 
how we support patients and carers. It was a great 
opportunity to tell our story to consumers, carers, 
advocates and other Health staff.Patient Experience Symposium

Improving the patient 
experience at MPS sites
HealthShare NSW has introduced 
some great updates to our food service 
delivery model in our Multipurpose 
Service Centres (MPS) across the 
Murrumbidgee, Mid-North Coast and 
Northern NSW Local Health Districts.  

Our MPS sites offer a mix of 
residential style and some acute patient 
care. In partnership with the Agency 
for Clinical Innovation and their Living 
Well in MPS Collaborative, HealthShare 
NSW is committed to improving the 

overall patient experience within 
these sites. Through this collaborative 
initiative, the focus for our team is to 
provide care for the aged care residents 
of MPS; not as patients in hospital, but 
as people living in their home. 

To improve food service, we have 
introduced a four-week menu, where 
previously most sites only had a two-
week menu. On the new menu there 
are some great new items that offer 
more variety and choice to support 

the residents’ nutrition and dietary 
requirements as well as meeting 
personal preferences. There is also 
a new “blackboard menu” that will 
provide more flexibility for the menu 
and the opportunity to implement 
meal ideas from residents, for  
example fish and chips, hot dogs  
and barbeque meat. 

Desrae Middleton, Operational 
Support Officer – Murrumbidgee  
West Sector said that the new  
menu has been very well received  
by the residents. 

“The residents are happy that there 
is more variety and that the food tastes 
good. One of our residents was so 
impressed with the poached eggs and 
hollandaise sauce served at breakfast 
she told everyone in the dining room 
they had to order it,” said Desrae. 

To support the transition to this 
new model, our staff have received 
additional training in IT and allergen 
management to ensure accuracy, 
professionalism and customer service 
that is kind, caring and respectful. 

“The new menu is helping 
to improve the quality of life of 
residents not only through the meals 
themselves but also the calm, homelike 
environment they can enjoy them in,” 
said Peter Delaney, Sector Manager. 

“We’re excited to see the positive 
impact of these changes continue as 
other MPS sites across NSW transition 
to the new menu,” said Peter.  

Residents at our Dorrigo MPS site enjoy their first meal from the new menu
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HealthShare NSW welcomes a new customer
Earlier this year, HealthShare NSW 
welcomed the Mental Health 
Commission of NSW as a new 
customer. Operating for the first 
time within a competitive market, 
HealthShare NSW partnered with 
eHealth NSW to secure the customer 
in a combined bid for their ICT 
services, software applications and 
shared services. 

Through HealthShare NSW, the 
Mental Health Commission will 
have access to a full shared services 
suite including Finance, Payroll 
and Procurement, as well as our 
Workforce services. The customer will 
also see some new value-add services 
such as monthly forecasting and 
budget reporting to Treasury.

“We have a unique service offering 
in our ability to offer IT, software 
applications, HR and shared financial 
services all within a health care 
setting,” said Peter Stralow, Manager 

Service Centre Westmead.
Internal collaboration between 

Employee and Financial Shared 
Services, Workforce, Customer 
Experience, Finance, and Business 
Performance, as well as external 
collaboration with eHealth NSW’s 
Demand Delivery team and 
Application Service Delivery team was 
key to securing the Mental Health 
Commission as a new customer. 

“This was a huge amount of work 
for everyone involved. The added 
challenge of responding to our first 
tender process and within a tight 
timeframe required this to become a 
priority amongst all teams involved,” 
said Peter.

As part of the transition process, 
a new IT system and infrastructure 
including new computers, Wi-Fi and 
servers was required before migration 
across to StaffLink could occur. 
Following ICT services going live in 

mid-February, our shared financial 
services have now been live since 1 
March 2019.

Next steps include bedding down 
the services so that they become 
part of ‘BAU,’ and focusing on our 
customer relationship with the Mental 
Health Commission of NSW. We want 
to become partners in helping them 
to achieve their objectives rather than 
being simply service providers. 

The success of this tender process 
prepares HealthShare NSW to take 
part in future bids. It also proves 
that through partnering alongside 
eHealth NSW we can provide a truly 
unique service offering that allows 
HealthShare NSW to be competitive in 
our scope of service delivery and value 
for money. 

Thank you to everyone who was 
involved in the tender process and 
the customer transition across to 
HealthShare NSW.

L–R: Robert Lagaida (MHC), Dervisen Komuksu (HS), Roya Ghadirian (EH), 
Catherine Lourey (MHC), Elizabeth Woods (HS), Peter Stralow (HS),  
Helen Balaam (MHC), Graeme Eather (EH), Anita Kanagasundaram (MHC)
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FBT and Fleet 
vehicle usage

The FBT year runs from 1 April to 
30 March each year. Fleet Services 
reviews the running sheets from 
all passenger vehicles recording 
overnight garaging days and  
private kilometres. 

Private kilometres can be incurred 
when there is not a business leg 
of travel associated with overnight 
garaging or the vehicle is used for 
a trip of a private nature. In most 
cases staff are not authorised and it 

is inappropriate to use a fleet vehicle 
for general running around of a 
private nature, this includes during 
overnight garaging. Avoid possibly 
incurring an FBT liability by using fleet 
vehicles appropriately. 

For more information refer to  
our policy on the intranet PR2019-
003 Motor vehicles – Fleet vehicle 
use or contact Fleet Services at  
hsnsw-hssfleet@health.nsw.gov.au or 
02 9612 1910.

Driving in 
adverse 
weather 
conditions 
HealthShare NSW fleet vehicles travel 
all over the state and in all types 
of weather. From heavy rain, hail 
storms, icy and snow affected roads 
to bushfire smoke, dust storms and 
heatwaves – our service delivery 
exposes our drivers to all sorts of 
weather events. 

Adverse weather conditions can 
impact our ability to drive safely, and 
require staff to take extra care when 
driving. Remember always drive to 
the conditions and obey the speed 

advisory signs.
When adverse weather events  

are predicted, consider postponing 
your travel or if appropriate using 
video, skype or teleconference 
facilities as an alternative.

Wet and icy conditions
With the colder months approaching, 
sudden drops in temperature can 
create hazardous road conditions. 
Slow down in fog, rainy or icy 
conditions and take extra care driving 
at dawn and dusk when surface 
moisture can freeze into black ice 
that can stay on the road into the day 
in shaded or low-lying areas. Brake 
early and gently to avoid skidding, 
accelerate slowly, and maintain a 
larger gap of four seconds or more 
between your vehicle and others. Use 
your headlights on low beam to help 
other road users see you in overcast 
and wet conditions.

Drought conditions
The drought conditions in NSW 
increase the likelihood of dust storms 
and animals on the road. If visibility 
deteriorates to less than 100m, reduce 
your speed and pull off the road. 
Keep your windows up and put your 
air conditioning to recirculate. Drought 
increases the risk of animal strike as 

animals such as kangaroos are drawn 
to the roadside for feed. Reduce your 
speed when you see animal warning 
signs and keep alert at sunrise or 
sunset when animals are harder  
to see. Never swerve to miss an 
animal due to the risk of losing  
control of the vehicle.

Hazard reduction burns
With the end of the bushfire danger 
period, we can expect hazard 
reduction burns as the Rural Fire 
Service takes advantage of the cooler 
months. If you’re driving through 
a smoky area, slow down, keep 
your windows up, switch your air 
conditioning air intake to recirculate 
and turn your headlights  
on to low beam.

Driving in bad weather can cause 
delays and increase your travel time. 
It also requires a higher level of 
concentration which can contribute 
to driver fatigue. Drivers are reminded 
to take regular breaks. Fact sheets on 
driving in various weather conditions 
such as heatwaves and heavy rain are 
available on the Fleet forms page of 
the intranet. 

Sources: Centre for Road Safety, NSW 
RFS, NSW Health

http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0008/636542/PR2019_003-Fleet-Vehicles-Use-Procedure.docx
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0008/636542/PR2019_003-Fleet-Vehicles-Use-Procedure.docx
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0008/636542/PR2019_003-Fleet-Vehicles-Use-Procedure.docx
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/toolkit/forms/fleet
http://hseh.intranet.health.nsw.gov.au/toolkit/forms/fleet
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